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Abstract—Transcranial Doppler sonography was recently proposed as an approach for brain-machine interfaces. However,
monitoring maximal cerebral blood flow velocity signals for
extensive time periods can generate large volumes of data for
processing. In this paper, a compressive sensing (CS) approach
is proposed based on a time-frequency dictionary formed by
modulated discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (MDPSS). To
test the proposed scheme, we examined maximal cerebral blood
flow velocity signals acquired from 20 healthy subjects during
a resting state. The results of our analysis clearly depicted that
these signals can be accurately reconstructed using only 30%
and 50% of original samples. Hence, the proposed MDPSSbased CS approach is a valid tool for diminishing the number
of acquired samples during brain-machine operations using
transcranial Doppler sonography.
Index Terms—Brain-machine interface, transcrannial Doppler
sonography, compressive sampling, modulated discrete prolate
spheroidal sequences.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cerebral blood flow is related to cerebral metabolism and
brain function [1] and it can be demonstrated that mental and
motor activities result in an increased cerebral blood flow
in the feeding bed arteries, especially because of increased
regional demand for O2 , glucose and other metabolites [2],
[1]. Functional transcranial Doppler (fTCD) is an inexpensive,
noninvasive imaging modality that can be utilized to monitor
the hemodynamic characteristics of major cerebral arteries in
normal and pathologic conditions [3]. A major advantage of
fTCD is a high temporal resolution and therefore has been used
in many psychophysiologic studies involving various cognitive
tasks, which demonstrated that mean cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) obtained from fTCD data increases when users
are doing a cognitive activity compared with baseline periods
[4], [5], [6]. Furthermore, it is important to characterize the
resting-state cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) using fTCD
as the resting-state activity of the brain can influence the
consequent mental tasks. This is a particularly important issue
as fTCD is becoming an important clinical tool to study
cerebral blood flow and was a recently proposed as a viable
option for brain-to-computer interfaces [7], [8].

However, brain-machine interfaces require long-term, continuous monitoring of maximal cerebral blood flow velocity
signals. However, these signals are calculated on the raw
Doppler sonography signals (e.g., [9]), which are usually
sampled at high frequencies (e.g., at several kHz). Such a
high sampling frequency produces millions of data points
within minutes which need to processed almost in realtime. Therefore, approaches based on compressive sensing
(CS) (e.g., [10], [11], [12], [13]) have gained considerable
attention for continuous monitoring of various physiological
signals (e.g., [14], [15]). Following our previous developments,
we developed a CS approach based on a time-frequency
dictionary formed from modulated discrete spheroidal sequences (MDPSS) [16], [17]. Using the proposed approach,
we analyzed transcranial Doppler signals acquired from twenty
healthy subjects during a resting state. The results showed that
the accurate results can be obtained using a limited number
of original samples.
II. M ETHODS
A. Data acquisition
We analyzed the data acquired from twenty able-bodied
participants (10 females; 21.5 ± 1.86 years old (19-26 years
old); 67.9 ± 14.2 kg (50.4 − 99.9 kg); 174 ± 9.69 cm
(157 − 191) cm; body mass index: 22.3 ± 2.94 (17.7-29.1)).
The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board
at the University of Pittsburgh and further details about the
data collection protocol and participants can be found in [9].
B. Compressive sampling of transcranial Doppler sonography
signals
The Shannon sampling theorem states that a bandlimited signal x(t) can be reconstructed from uniform samples
{x(kTs )}:
x(t) =

X
k

x(kTs )

sin (Ωmax (t − kTs )/π)
Ωmax (t − kTs )/π

(1)

where Ts is the sampling period and Ωmax represents the
maximum frequency present in the signal. However, by using
the Shannon sampling theorem we rely on bases of infinite
support, while we generally reconstruct signal samples in
the finite domain [18]. To alleviate this issue, the recently
proposed idea of CS converts input signals, embedded in a
high-dimensional space, into signals that lie in a space of
significantly smaller dimensions [12]. These CS approaches
are particularly suited for K-sparse signals, i.e., signals that
can be represented by significant K coefficients over an Ndimensional basis. Encoding of a K-sparse, discrete-time
signal of dimension N is accomplished by computing a
measurement vector y that consists of M << N linear
projections of the vector x:
y = Φx

(2)

where Φ represents an M × N matrix and is often refer
to as the sensing matrix [12]. Naturally, one can use an lo
minimization framework to solve the above problem, but it is
quite impractical in many applications as it is NP-hard [19]. To
avoid the computational burden, approaches like thresholding,
(orthogonal) matching pursuit and basis pursuits have been
proposed [19]. In this paper, we will focus on the matching
pursuit [20].
The immediate question here is how to define the sensing
matrix Φ, that is the bases used in the recovery of the signal.
Most commonly used sensing matrices are random matrices
with independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries formed
by sampling either a Gaussian distribution or a symmetric
Bernoulli distribution [21]. Previous publications have shown
that these matrices can recover the signal with high probability
[21]. However, when dealing with biomedical signals, we
would like to “precisely” recover the signals (i.e., with a very
small error). Therefore, we propose to use a time-frequency
dictionary (also known as frames [22]) based on modulated
discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (MDPSS) [16]. MDPSS
are defined as
Mk (N, W, ωm ; n) = exp(jωm n)vk (N, W ; n)

(3)

where ωm = 2πfm is a modulating frequency, N is such that
n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 and the normalized half-bandwidth, W
is such that 0 < W < 0.5. vk (N, W ; n) are discrete prolate
spheroidal sequences (DPSS) defined as the real solution to
the system of equations [23]:
N
−1
X

sin[2πW (n − m)]
vk (m, N, W )
π(n − m)
m=0
= λk (N, W )vk (n, N, W )

(4)

(5)

MDPSS are also doubly orthogonal and are bandlimited to the
frequency band [−W + ωm : W + ωm ].
A modulation frequency ωm is chosen such that
ωm = W/2

1
.
(7)
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Given that exact frequency band is known only with a certain degree of accuracy and usually evolves in time. Therefore,
we construct a time-frequency dictionary with the first few
bases in the dictionary are the actual traditional DPSS with
bandwidth W . Additional bases are constructed by partitioning
the band [−ω; ω] into K subbands with the boundaries of
each subband given by [ωk ; ωk+1 ], where 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1,
ωk+1 > ωk , and ω0 = −ω, ωK−1 = ω. Hence, each set of
MDPSS has a bandwidth equal to ωk+1 −ωk and a modulation
frequency equal to ωm = 0.5(ωk + ωk+1 ). In this paper,
we partition the bandwidth in equal blocks to reduce amount
of stored pre-computed DPSS. In general, finding the best
partitioning approach would be based on a priori knowledge
about the phenomenon under investigation.
Next, we utilize matching pursuit[20], [22], to approximate
the signal. The algorithm begins with initial approximation for
the signal, x
b, and the residual, R:
|ωm | + W <

x
b(0) (m) = 0
R

(6)

(0)

(8)

(m) = x(m)

(9)

where m represent the M time indices that are uniformly or
non-uniformly distributed. Then, the matching pursuit builds
up a sequence of sparse approximation by reducing the norm
of the residue, R = x
b−x. At stage k, it identifies the dictionary
atom that best correlates with the residual and then adds to the
current approximation a scalar multiple of that atom, such that
x
b(k) (m) = x
b(k−1) (m) + αk φk (m)
R

(k)

(k)

(m) = x(m) − x
b

(m)

(10)
(11)
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where αk = hR(k−1) (m), φk (m)i/ kφk (m)k . The process
continues till the norm of the residual R(k) (m) does not
exceed required margin of error  > 0: ||R(k) (m)|| ≤  [20].
The stopping approach considered here is that the normalized
mean square error should be below a certain threshold value,
γ:
2
x−x
b(k) 2
≤γ
(12)
2
kxk2
Using these steps, a matching pursuit approximates the signal
using L bases as
x(n) =

with λk (N, W ) being the ordered non-zero eigenvalues of (4)
λ0 (N, W ) > λ1 (N, W ), ..., λN −1 (N, W ) > 0.

as long as both satisfy:

L
X
hx(m), φl (m)iφl (n) + R(L) (n)

(13)

l=1

where φl are L bases from the dictionary with the strongest
contributions.
Therefore, the steps for the algorithm are as follows:
1) Assume values for N , W and K.
2) Approximate the peak frequency, fp , for the block of
length N .
3) Set the modulation frequency ωm = W/2 + fp . If ωm +
W > 0.5, set W = 0.5 − ωm .

TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE RAW AND ENVELOPE CBFV SIGNALS . A N ASTERISK DENOTES MULTIPLICATION BY
10−4 . † = STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SIGNAL BASED ON 30% SAMPLES AND ORIGINAL SIGNALS / SIGNALS WITH 50% SAMPLES . σ =
STANDARD DEVIATION ; ξ = SKEWNESS ; γ = KURTOSIS ; CCL−R = CROSS - CORRELATION COEFFICIENT.

σ
ξ
γ
CCL−R

Original
L-MCA
R-MCA
14.2 ± 3.70
12.5 ± 3.47
0.76 ± 0.27
0.81 ± 0.27
3.44 ± 0.64
3.47 ± 0.72
0.98 ± 0.01

30% samples
L-MCA
R-MCA
17.6 ± 4.4.74
15.2 ± 4.52
1.52 ± 0.47†
1.54 ± 0.48†
6.95 ± 3.15†
7.13 ± 2.54†
0.96 ± 0.03

50% samples
L-MCA
R-MCA
14.2 ± 3.69
12.5 ± 3.44
0.76 ± 0.27
0.80 ± 0.26
3.47 ± 0.63
3.44 ± 0.61
0.98 ± 0.01

TABLE II
A SUMMARY OF FREQUENCY FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE ORIGINAL AND COMPRESSED SAMPLED BASED CBFV SIGNALS . fp = PEAK
FREQUENCY; fc = SPECTRAL CENTROID ; BW = BANDWIDTH .

fp
fc
γ

Original
L-MCA
1.11 ± 0.26
6.89 ± 4.36
9.31 ± 3.62

R-MCA
0.88 ± 0.41
5.72 ± 3.17
8.61 ± 3.13

30% samples
L-MCA
1.11 ± 0.27
8.87 ± 4.09
11.1 ± 2.11

R-MCA
0.88 ± 0.41
8.04 ± 2.93
11.0 ± 1.87

50% samples
L-MCA
1.11 ± 0.26
6.92 ± 4.36
9.35 ± 3.62

R-MCA
0.88 ± 0.41
5.77 ± 3.21
8.67 ± 3.15

TABLE III
A SUMMARY OF FREQUENCY FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE ORIGINAL AND COMPRESSED SAMPLED BASED CBFV SIGNALS . W E = WAVELET
ENTROPY; a10 = RELATIVE ENERGY AT THE TENTH APPROXIMATIVE DECOMPOSITION LEVEL .

4) Carry out the matching pursuit procedure using a Kband dictionary.
5) Continue steps (1)-(4) until a brain-machine interface is
running.
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D. Statistical tests
To test for statistical differences on the extracted features,
we used non-parametric tests such as the Kruskal-Wallis (e.g.,
[24]) and the Mann-Whitney test (e.g., [25]) test.
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C. Feature extraction
In this paper, we considered the same features as previous
contributions (e.g., [9]). These are features in time, frequency
and time-frequency domains.
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III. R ESULTS
As illustrative examples of the proposed scheme, we considered recovering maximal cerebral blood flow velocity signals
based on 30% and 50% of original samples. Our goal was to
examine the characteristics of recovered signals in comparison
to the original signals.
Samples signals from left middle cerebral arteries (L-MCA)
and right middle cerebral arteries (R-MCA) are shown in Fig.
1. A visual inspection of the samples signals clearly shows
that the recovered signals based on 50% samples are almost
identical to the original signals. The signals recovered based
on 30% samples also achieved very high resemblance to the
original signals.
The visual observations were further confirmed by the
comparative analysis of the features extracted from the original

66

67
68
Time (s)
(e)

69

Fig. 1. Samples signals: (a) a sample L-MCA signal; (b) a sample R-MCA
signal; (c) a sample L-MCA signal recovered with 30% samples; (d) a sample
R-MCA signal recovered with 30% samples; (e) a sample L-MCA signal
recovered with 50% samples; (f) a sample R-MCA signal recovered with
50% samples.

signals, signals recovered from 30% of samples and signals
recovered from 50% of samples. These results are summarized
in Tables I-III. Kurtosis and skewness are the only statistical
features which exhibited statistical differences between signals
recovered from 30% of samples and the original signals/signals
recovered from 50% samples. These differences stem from
irregular spikes that occur during the recovery process as

shown in Figs. 1 (c) and (d).
The frequency and time-frequency features are almost
identical for the recovered signals and the original signals
as demonstrated in Tables II and III. Specifically, signals
recovered from 30% of samples had slightly higher average
values for spectral centroids and bandwidths than the original
signals and signals recovered on 50% samples. However, these
differences were not statistically different.
Signals recovered from 30% of samples also had slightly
higher average values for the wavelet entropy, though not
statistically significant.
IV. D ISCUSSION
The presented results depicted that compressive sampling
schemes can be utilized in acquiring of maximal cerebral
blood flow velocity signals. As these signals were previously
used in brain-machine interfaces (e.g., [7], [8]), compressed
sampling schemes may greatly reduce the number of data
points acquired during a typical session.
We only considered the resting-state signals in the current
manuscript. Hence, our future efforts should consider signals
acquired during cognitive tasks. In particular, it would be
interesting to understand if the cognitive tasks affect the
recovery accuracy of the maximal cerebral blood flow velocity
signals.
It should be mentioned that further improvements in the
recovery accuracy can be achieved by optimizing the MDPSS
dictionary used in the recovery process. In particular, one may
arrange the level divisions in a particular way to exactly cover
the signal bandwidth. We recently showed that the only a few
samples are needed to recover the signal exactly when the
dictionary is optimized with respect to the signal acquired [26].
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the compressive sampling
approach for signals stemming from TCD machines. Our
results showed that the maximal cerebral blood flow velocity
can be exactly recovered with only 50% of original samples.
Accurate results are also obtained with only 30% results.
These findings showed us compressive sensing schemes can
be a valuable tool for brain-machine interfaces based on
transcranial Doppler sonography.
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